M.I.T. Enterprise Forum, Wednesday, November 14th.

BDHS Sophomores and Juniors with a cumulative GPA of 4.0 or higher are invited to represent BDHS at the Central Coast Massachusetts Institute of Technology Enterprise Forum (MITEF). The Central Coast MITEF hosts the region's top business and technology events. Each month, professionals and students are invited to interact with veteran business and industry leaders in order to educate, inform and inspire entrepreneurs. Each event is limited to four BDHS students.

Here's a sample of what's going on in classrooms this week:

We are pleased to welcome the Venerable Tapovanaye Sutadhara, Director of the Ventura Buddhist Study Center, and former Senior Lecturer in the Department of Linguistics at the University of Kelaniya in Sri Lanka. He will be discussing Buddhism with World Religions classes on Monday, November 12th. As part of Geography Awareness Week, we welcome Tessa Montini, a graduate student in the Geography Department at UCSB, who will be speaking on Friday, November 16th to Environmental Science students who are studying climate change. Context & Applications classes are incorporating historical artistic styles into original holiday cards. AP Statistics students are learning about geometric distribution, which will help them calculate the probability of something not happening until it does. And students in The Human Element in Sports are taking a tour of Dodger Stadium in order to produce a short documentary film.